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This bibliography has beep compiled as,part a.continuing, series designed

to make" information orireleyant dissertation§ avai able.to Users ot the ERIC
system. M6nthly'issues. of. Diskertation-Abstracts International are reviewed
in order to compile abstracts of disbertations on related topics, -which thus
become accessOle in.sea'rches of the-ERIC data base. Ordering information
for ;the dtssertations themselves-In.incIuded at the end of the bibliography.

1.

Abstracts of the:following dissertations ardcincluded in this collection:

Albrecht, Terrnce-Lynn

COMMUNICATION AND PERCEPTIONS OF

ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE: AN EMPIRICAL'

ANALYIS

Berdiner, Pauline

PERCEPTIONS OF COMMUNICATIONS BETWUN'

FEDERAL AGENCIES AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL

AGENCIES

. .

Cochran, Daniel- Stewart

AN E4IRICAL ANALYSIS OF INTRAORGANI-

ZATIONAL CONFLICT IN THE PURCHASING "

DECISION-MAKING PROCESS IN THE

HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT

Duffy, Linda Ann

A STUDY OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS

WWEEN THE WRITTEN,MESSAGtS-.OF A

SECONDARY SCHOOL ADMI4IS:IRATOR TO

PARENTS AND THE ATTITUDE OF THOSE

.PARENTS TOWARD THE SCHOOL .

Hopson, earol jSteIn

AN EXAMINATIO4 OF CORRELATIONS BE-. .

TWEEN ACQUIS TION OF.BASIC- SPEECH

COMPETENCIES AND SUPERVISORY LEVEL,

§ALA#Y, SEL -PERaIVgD JOB PERFOR

.MANCEs.AND S LF-PERCEIVED jOB SATIS-

FACTION 'IN'EMPLOYMENT

Jacobs, George William .

STRATEGIC PLANNING FOR ORGANIZATIONAL .

'EFFECTIVENESS IN MANAOIN$RELATIONS

'WITH CRATICAL PUBLICS; . A COMPARISON.

ACROshs/PROFIT/NONPOFIT LINES

V

Johnston, Wesley James

COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND INFLUENCE

PATTERNS IN INDUSTRIAL BUYING BEHAVIOR

Nathqnbon, Leslie -
DATERMINANX- OF SHARED DECISION PROC-

. ESSES IN EDUCATIONAL ORpANIZATIONS

Pacanowsky, Michael'Eugene
. TOWARD A COMMUNICATION THEORY OF

ORGANIZATION

SoTenson, Ritchie Lee

.. COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR OF SUPERVISORS:

PARTICIPATIVENESS, UNCERTAINTY, AND

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLEXITY

Spence, Jimmy Wayne

A,CASE.STUDY ANALYSIk OF ORGANIZA-

TIONAL COMMUNICATION EFFECTIVENESS

.BETWEN USER-MANAGERS AN6 INFORMATION

SERVICE 'DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL-

,

Wilkins, Alan Lee

.ORGANIZATIONAL.STORIES AS .AN EXPRES-

SION OF tIANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY: IM-

PLICATIONS FOR'SOCIAL CONTROL-IN

'ORGANIZATIONS'

.
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COMMUNICATION AND PENCEPTIONG OF ORGANIZA-
TIONAL CLIMATE: AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

Order No. 7917810

ALBRECHT, Terrance Lynn, Ph.D. Michigan State University,
19711. I93pp,

This dissertation reports a etudy of communication and
mom5ers perceptions of the environmental "climate* of the
organisation. Specifically, the skudy investigated differefices
in perceptions based on aspects of involvement in the informal
communication system of the organitdion.

Thcresearch questions pursued in the study-were developed
after an,extensive review of previous climate research ih the
fields of communication and organizational behavior. Prior
studies in both,fields had not fully examined climate perceptions
from a communication per,Apective. That is, neither body of
*worli had conceptualized the nature of perceptions based on
communication theory with constructs concerning aspects of
the information flow in the orgaqization.,

The present study sought to overcome these inadequaciea by
developing an approach to the study of climate, based on a the-
ory which specifies how attitudes are shaped by the\oature of
information flow:- Since Durkheim (1938), organizational the-
orists have recommended the utility of etudying cognitive pro-

vermeil in conjunction with social structure. This conceptual
approach followed the recommendation by combining force ag-
gregation theor with the constructs of comrnunicathm -struc-
ture, informati n needs, and communication rules. The results
of the study .e o n ucted in a unionized manufscturifeg plant show
that such a framework of attitudes and information flow is par-
ticularly useful for explaining the nature of environmental per-
cept ions. )--,

Specifically, the study found several significant differences
in perceAons between "key" communicators and anonAey"
communicators (those ofta isolated from informal message
flow). Support was found for hypotheses asserting that key coin-
Muoicators tend to perceive themselves psychologically 'closer"
to managers, as well as more central to their cognitive environ-
ments. In addition, overall properties (e.g., size and shape) o/
the cognitive spaces for t he two groups tended to differ, with
the epaee for the key communicators showing somewhat less
variability: The report of the study concludes with directions
tor future research.

. \,

PERCEPTIONS OF COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN FEDERAL
AGENCIES AND LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES

BERDINER, Pauline, Ed.D.. University of Southern California,
1979. Chairman: Professor Johh Stallings

-I
-

Problem 'this study was directed toward'the problem of
analyzing & perceptions of the total effectiveness ofenitial
written comnomication, subsequent communication, and general
communication between federal agencies and local educational
agencies and to identify some methods 4ich may contribute to ,

improved cmnmunicktion effectiveness betwer those agencies.
. Prdcedure. A six-part survey instruMent was developed to

collect the requissite data. During a pilaStudy, the Instrument
waa critlq edr and appeopriktely modified. D'ata were collected
from two ources: (I) FUG/en school dtstricts randomly se-
lected from four §outhern California counties and stratified by
amount of enrollment. The instrionent was administered to

. (Mew petsonnel designated by the euperintendent as federal-
level liaison. (2) Fifteen federal agencies istthit% the USOE
randomly selected from ihose agencies which administer pro-
vanis directly to local school districts. The instrument was
administered to fifteen officials responsible for local-level
liaison. To 'determine statistical significanoe, the chl-square
esolysis, Mann-Whitney U-test, and Kruskal-Wallis one-way
enalysis of-variance were applied to the tabulated responses.

,4,- flainis. (1) The majority of LEA (85.7%) and FA (100.0%)
vpà1d.nt s generally agreed that therewas a need to improve .

SOonemoications between the federal and focal levels. (2) The
paajorfty of LEA respondents generally disagreed while the
Sae** ei FA respontients generally agreed that federal .

Illa edloetive 1m hornentation. (3) The majority (80.0%) of LEA
tgVidefiaos and ulattons were written in a suitable manner r.,

U

----s

respondents generally agreed while thh nutjority. (58.1%) of FA
respondents generally disagreed that guidellneliksibi thy wan -,-,nvedoti to mphmient federal proerams successfully. (9) The
majority (77.9%) of LEA respondents generally disagreed while
the majority ('71.44L) of FA respondents generally agreed that
subsequent t`Mlimunteat i on received from various federal per-sonnel was communiated consistently. (5) The maprity of LEA
(04.8%) and FA (91.7%) respondents generally agreed Mat itwas feasible to further improve conintunications between both
agencies by elevating Education to cabtnet-level status. (0) Themajority of respondents generally agreed that communication
effectivenega between agenetee could be improved by federal'
alp e; incorporating the following: .(a) citation of legal codes
all ereoces, (b) writing in laykir terms, (c) direct com-.. munication with the progrant contact person, (d) establishment
of joint LEA/FA- conferences, (e) provisions to inform LEA'sof appropriate fedvral -to-state communications.

Conclusions. (.1) Tim total effectiveness of, initial written._ ... ._._

communicat ion.and general communication was perceived to
be inadenuale by poth agencies. (2) Subsequent communication

. was perceived (elm essential for clarification purposes hy both
I agencies. (3) Federal agencWs dentopstratcd positiVe percep- .(ions toward LEA's recoinmendatio is to improve communica-

tion effectiveness between both agon les. (4) Educational back-
, ground, degree of fiscal involvement, and years-as FAALEA

liaison exerted no significant influenc . over LEA's perceptions .of communication effectiveness between the local and federal
levels. District size was influential in the perception of the
functional need of subsequent communication.

Recommendations. (1) F;cieral agencies shoidd evaluate the
curreet itrec-Wit-ii7trs-and practices used in writing application

.e forms, comigiance obligations, and funding eligibility to mini-
mize the 'clarification need of subsequent communication,
(2) Federal agencies should provide periodic in-service for
agency personnel to establish a clear understanding of program

, goals and to promote_ conasistent communications to the LEA's.
(3) Federal agencies whiat administer programs to IXA's
should implement joint conferences-to provide leadership (or
Ilssfstanco and to affprd each agency the opportunity to expressconcerns. (4) Current 'procedutes for writing federal guide-
lines and regulations should be reviewed. The written form
should clearly communicate the federal intent to LEA's to fa-. ,cilitate effective implementation. (5) A study should be initiated
to evaluate the current organizational structure of USOE within
thePIEW -hierarchy. Consideration should be given to making
Education a separate entity.

AN EMPItUCAL ANALYSIS OF INTRAORGANIZATIONAL
CONFLICT IN THE PURCHASING weISION-MANIpG
PROCESS IN THE HOSPITAL ENVIRONMENT , (

Order No. 7919221

0(

,

COCHRAN, Daniel Stewa , Ph.D. University of Arkansas,
.1979. 223pp. Major.Pro essor: Dr. Donald White

'The purpose of this study was to investigate intraorganiza-
tional conflict as it exists in the purchasing decision-making
process in geperal short-term hospitals. The objectives of
the study were to: (1) determine how frequently intraorga-
nizational conflict exists in the purchasing decision-making
process, (2) determine the effect intraorganizational conflict
has on the purchasing decision-making process (whether func-
tional or dysfunctional), (3) determine the location of conflict--

, .i.e., between which buying center members, (4) determine
which conflict resolution stettegies are being utilized most
frequently, and finally, (5) determine what relationship the
following categorical variables hkve with intraorganitational
cOnflict: (a) hospital organizational size, /b) hospital profit
orientation, (c) hospital respondent's perception of conflict,
and (d) hosPital purehasing situation (routine versus non-.

rdutfne).
Two different, yet complementary, data githeiing and sub-

osquent data analysis techniquis were utilized in this research
design to accomplish ihe five research objectives developed
for the study. A thirty-three item structured questionnaire Jr
sent to all ninety pneral short-term hospitals in Arkansas
produced, a sixty-two percent usable.,response rate. ANOVA
and MANOVA were the primany statistical techniques used to
analyze the questionnaire data, Nine hospitals were, selected
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tor indepth interviews based on the result** of the questionnaire.
Respondents (Tom each heepttid selected were given the statis-
ticidly signifigant findings from the qUestiounaire analysis and-
asked their opinions as to.the prbbable causes of each.

Eleven statistically significant findings were reported in
this paper relative to the research Objectives.

F requency of Conflict:

1. Administrators herceived a gr ater frequenoy of conflict
than did purchasingmanagers.

2. Conflict occurred more frequently in non-rbutine purchas-
ing situations (high $ value transactione) than in routine
purchasing situations (lower $ value transactions).

. 3. Confliet occtirred more frequently in large hospitals ($200
beds), followed then by small hospitals ( 100 beds). Con-
Rid in medium size hospitals (100-199 beds) occurred e
least frequently.

Effect of Conflict
4. Conflict was perceived as

than dysfunctional (harnmh
being more fUnctional (hateful).

11).

5. Administrators perceived
than did purchasing m mag

6.iConflict was perceive
in non-routine purchasing
chasing situations.

conflict as being more fenctional
Ors.

being more functional (helimful)
situations than in routine pur-

Conflict Resolution Strategies:

7._ Overall, the conflict resolutio9 strategy used most fro-
quently was the win/win .strategy, in which a concdfAs
kee reached and everyone is satisfied with the decision'.

8. In nore-rotitine purchasing situations the win/lose strategy;
in which the person in the authority position makes the
final decision and some of the individuals invMved end up
not being'satisfied, was used most frequently.

, t
"Conflict Location:

,c '9. Conflict was located most frequently between the admin-
.istratoi- and the medical staff.

10. In non-routine purchasing situations, eofiflict was located
more frequently between the board and the 4dmin1strator.

11. Conflict between the administrator and the board occurred
more frequently in small hospitals than in large hospitals.

A STUDY OF,THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE
WRITTEN MESSAGES OF A SECONDARy SCHOOL ADMINr

3iTRATOR TO PARENTS AND THE ATTITUDE OF THOSE
PARENTS TOWARD THE SCHOOL Order,No. 7915789

DUFFY, Linda Ann, Ph.D. University of Mar'yland, 1978.
129pp, Supervisor: Dr. Clarence A. Newell

The study investigated the relationship betwe\mn the written
messages of a secondary michool admimmistratorto parents amti
the attitude of those parents toward the school.

Purrse of the Stuq
,The 'purpose of the study was lo determine the, effect of the

written messages of_ a school administrator to parents about
their child's perforThance in school on the attitude those par-
eMeatave toward the school. It investigated whether those
*Minh messages have diffdrent effects on attitude it they are
aegatilte only;positive only, both negutive Rad positive, or, if
*sire are no written messages, what effect the absence of com-
atuniestion has on parent attitude toward the scbool. The study
Sing threSigated the indirect effect of theselnessages by mea-
raring the attitude a( igitudents whose parents comprised
tame tour groups.

'rho following questions were pomed:'
, I. What is the effect of written administrator niessages
that are imitative information-giving on parent attitude toward
the school?

2. What is the effect of written administrator messages that
are punitive infurnmation-giving on parent attitude toward the
school?

3. Wiiat is the effect of written administrator messages that
are negative information-giving followed by positive inforula-
tion-giving ommunicatioe up psrentsattitude toward the school?

1. What is' the effect of no written message from the admin-
istrator on parentatt Rude towa.msd thd school?

The same quelstions wore raised in relation to time four stu-
dent groups.

Procedures

Foue grc of parents constituted the sample for this study.
Each of theati5er groups of parents were given a serve about
Theit-latitu( e toward the school, whether it is positive (approv-
)ng) or negative (disapprovieg), after they had received either.
a negateze written message, a poeitive written message,
a negative and a positive written message, or no written mes-
swe from the school administrater. The students about whom
these messages viere written were also surveyed in four simi-
lar geoups to determine the Mdirect effect of written mes-
sages from a secondary sellout a,dmiTmistrator on their attitude
toward the school.

The two instruments used to survey the liarents' and the
students' attitudes were the Bullock School-Community Attitude4

Assessment for Educational Adi imirstr-gors. and the Buxton Stu-
fleet Attitude questimmaire.

Data generate-d from the two instruments were analyied
using tbe one-way analysis of variance.

Conclusion

'rho data did not statistically suppat the hypothesis of this
study that the attitude of parents who receive written negative
messages, written positive messages, written negative and
positive messages, or no written messages from the school'
administrator will be significantly different,

Recommendations_
As a result of this ntudy, FeVeral areas for further re-

search relative to written messages of secondary school -
administratArs have been identified. Some of these are:

1. What are the factors which gomerated the negativ Rai-
hides toward the school When only positive letters had been re-,ceived from the school?

2. How many letters would be required to effect an attitude
'change from neghtiVe to positive?

3. "What would be the effect of written messages that wbre
positive on parents of .ptudents who were nbt disciprine refer-rals?

4. What different research design and/or technique might
yield supporting data for the hypotheses?

5. What knight be the effects on this-study of blocking yea-
ableesuch as race, itieonte, single parent homes, and level ofeducation?

6. What different instruments might be designed to manure'
the specific impact of written messages from the administra-
tor on patent attitude?

7. Is language Interaction, both written and spoken, a cru-
Cie factor in resolving the conflict:between the institution andthe individual's need-disposition?

-
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AN EXAMINATION OF ealtleELATIONS BETWEEN AC-
QUISITION OF BASIC SPEECH C9114,PETENCIES AND
SUPERVISORY LEVEL, SALARY, SELF ,-PERQEIVED JOB
PERFORMATIVE AND SEES" -PERCEIVED JOII SATISFAC-
TION IN EMPLOYMENT Ohler No. 7927!)22

HOPSON', Carol Stein. P h. IY. Th.; louiAiana State University
and Agricultural and Mechanical College,.1979. 141pp.
Supervisor OrotessA,Joniiii. Pennybacker

. Most people art! uf the importance of oral commit
nication riialls for those Inistness people wtm are asked to g
oral-reports or to speakIat special gatherings. However, t o
oral eommuniration skills needed in employilient are often mit
recognited, even by the indisitioak who are involved.

This researeber found that While the business.comminiity
is aware of the importance Of oral coinnionication, little'has
been done by tiosiness people or eitiocators to promote theteact-
ing of oral commonication skills to the latmr force in positions
not vequiring college education;

The imrpose ut tbis study wan to survey-vocational tlich
nical educators, omployers and employees tosthtermineltwir
perceptions of the oral Z'ommunteation skills needed for men
and Wilmen 111'1/ovation:it technical employment. :'

A series of questionnaires and interviews were used to
gather substantive data to test the null hypothesis- There Is
no relationship between therachievement of selected oral com-
munication competencies ahd the supervisory level, salary,
self -perecived job performanee: and $elf -perceived job sat-
1st ion milli-rig individuals with vocational technical training.'

he questionnaire sent to mitivators and emplOyers cOn-
hied seventeen ennipetency-bastd oral cmilinunication skills
ich are job related. These were drawn (nun oral eummu-

tin )etencies found in.many competency-based edit-
, cational prog inis and presented as behaviorally-stated ob-

-jectIves.
The recipients were Asked to rank each statement an to its

importance In employment. Six statements were regarded as
necessary for employment by ever seventy percent 00wedu-
ce/ors and employers who yesponded. These aro.(1)listens
to others, understands directions iven by others, (2) asks

' questions when in'douth without hesitation, (3) communicatets
directions clearly, (4) responds to questioep asked by others;
(5) articulates and promnfnces words clearly so Miners can un-
derstand, and (6) communicates ldeas to co-workers.

The educators and employers agreed that of the seveateen
competencies given, the ability to "talk before a group'or in a
one to -one setting and pret)ent information clearly, aecurately,
and ititerestiingly" was the least needed skill.

&review of existing vocational-technical programs ill this
area revealed that little or no emphasis le plPed on providing
vocational-technical trainees with needed,skills in oral coin
Munication.

A third questionnaire was sent to recent' graduates of vo-
Cational-technical programs in the New Orleane metropolitan
arealo determine the extent to which these individuals had

gained bria communication competencies and the effect of
their speaking skills on their employment.

the respondents were wmployed in sixteen vociptionei or
tectmical occupations with the largest percentaie being hi weld.;
ing and office occupationp." Oven seventy.-nine perceet of the
respondints were between the ages of twenty and thirty-five.
Plfty-slx percent of the respondents were women.

Only eIght percent of thearespondents were not native Amer-
icans. Forty-six percent wilre white and forty-six per'Cent
wore black.

Th. responses of these employees as to the amount of teittin--
ins acquired in the six cinumunication skills and the need for
theist skills in their jobs were analyzed, It was' determined
that a positive correlation, does exist between the acquisition
of selected oral communication competencies and supbrvisory
Nevel, salary, sli-percelved job performance and self-per-
cerived pp satisfaction.

t
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STRATEGIC PLANNING FORI ORGAN IZATION AL t: F FEC
.

TWENESS IN MANAGING RELATIONS WITILCRITICAL
PUBLICS: A COMPARISON ACROSS PROFrr/NONPROFIT
JUN ES Order No. 7917665

JACOBS, George William, Ph.D. Georgia State University
College.:ofillusiness Adminietration,' 1979. 212po Chairman:
Dr. Leslio W. Rue

The control aims of this descriptive study were to deter-
mine' (al how the chief administrators Of commercial banks and
public libraries in six otittteastorn states view their varlets,
publicS, (b) how they manage their organizations' relations
with these of their publics which they regard as critical to
their success, and (c) whether icanks and libraries differ sig.,
ifificIntly in their reepective views and approaches. A mail
questionnaire wae utilized for data collection.

%The study sample of 505 respondents includes 200 banks
mid 305 libraries. There aro five categories of response data'
for analyels: (1) Organizational background, (2) Managerial
a`pproach to performance evaluation; (3) Managerial assess-
ment of critical publics, (4) poscription o( relationships .with
critical publics, and--(5) ManXgement of relations with critical
publics.

Teste of len sets of hypotheies were perforni4d, using sten-
, dard staketical tests for rank,ordered data. The study.find-

ings are summarized below:

(1) !linkers and librarians generally do not regard the satis-
faction of critical publics as sufficient evideneikof overall
suecesstul performance, nor do they generally regard pe-
riodic internal evalUation of overall organisational perfor-
mance on a systematic basis as absolutely essential.

Bankers and librarians generally do not agree, either within
or' between their industry groups, on the relatilie critical-
ness of thlir respective publics to the overall success ot
their organizations. Criticalness was found to be related
to both pareeived relative power and perceived threat.

(3). For both banks and lihrariee, three_ measures of organiza-
tional practices and three measures of managerial plans
and controls\were found to be genera11y inconsistent with
six managerial assessments with respect to the,live most* critical publics.'

(4) BaSed on specific .measures, banks ad libraries were found
to be relativelY consistent internally lntheir approaches to
the managentent of relatimia with critital publics, generally
inconsistent among theinselyes, within' industry group, and
generally consistent betwemegroupe.. Banks and librariss
are about equally consistent within'their respective indus-
try groups. ,

Pertinent conclusions Sraym from the study and findings in,
nude the following:.

(I) There is a high level of interest'among bankers and librar-
ians in this relatively new, unexplored subject.

(2) Strategic planning in practice, within the scope of this study
topic, remairis a largely undeveloped concept, even at the
earliest stages of the process, at least partly beCause,of
a perceived lack of tritickl importance.

There is evidence of significant and widespread inconils- .

tency in organizatIona between the views expressed by chief
administrators and the salons taken by their organizations
concerning their relations with'their various publics.

Profit and nonprofit organtzatians, -represented in this study
by banks and libraries, are perhaps more alike than differ-
ent at the present time in their views of their publics and
in theitapprOaches to the management of environmental
relations.

(5) Finally, a major opportunity exists acr
loss

a broad spec-
.,

trum of organizational life to achieve better management
and greater organisaticedil effectivenssa *slop intprovo-
ments in strategic Planning in the management of relations
with critical publicS.

(3)

(4)



MUNICATIQN NETWORKS- AND INFLUENCE PATTERNS
1N INDUSTRIAL BUYING HERAV1OR Order No. 7924689

JOHNSTON, Wesley James, Ph,D. University of Pittsburgh,
1979. 368pp..

.
7.

This study defined and operationalized four dimeesions of
the popular 'buying centdr7 concept (m4nbers of the buyin(
organization who interact duriltg the buying decision process).
The four dimensione.were: (1) vertical Involvementhow many
various levels of the organizational hierarchy exert inflnence,
In the buying decision process; (2) lateral involvementhow
many different dep.atainente and divisione exerting influence in
the purchase declielon; (3)1ntegrative complexitythe amount
of interconnectiop between the meiiibers of the buying center;
and (4) differentlationthe total number of Individoals
volved in thsjarying decision process. The centrality of the
purchasing manager In the buyiqg center communication pro-
cess was also examined using sficiometric teChniques. This
provided an objective measure of the purchasing manager's
influence.in the aommunication network.

The prediction variables were concerned with structural
apects of the firm and perthase situation attributes. The
structural aspects of the firm examined size, formalization,
centralization of authority, and complexity. The purchase sit-
uation attributes measured the importance, novelty, and com-
plexity of the purchase decision to the buyleg firm.

The sample consisted of thirty -one firls'in which the pur-
chase of an Item of capital equipment anti an industrial service'
were examined in snowbell sampling. In all, two hundred
forty-one interviews were conducted. Using these interviews,
the communication network for each purchase situation was
constructed. The tasks each individual was Involved in were
also determined.

The results of the dissertation .ire reported In five sections.
First, sample statistics concereing the sixty -twd purchase sit-
ualione and thlrty -one firms as well as some descriptive,cor-

, relations are reported. The next two sectionsgeontain a factor
analysis of the independent variables, in an attempt to provide
suPport for the theoretical cone4ts of the .model, and a re-
gression analysis of the dimensions of the buying center against
the structural variables of the firm, the purchase situation Eti-,

( tributee and the characteristics of the purchasing managers in-
\volved in each purchase decision. The foUrth section aggre-
gates the coMmunication networks fqr each product class. This
aggregation presents a unique and valuable manner in.which to
examine industrial buying behavior. The diagonal cells of the

aggregatteconimunication matrix depicts participation on a per-
.. centage basis while the off diagonal cells ledicated dyad forma-

tion betWeen the various participants (who communicates with
whom). The final section provides a qualitative description of
the flow of the inchistrial buying decision process. Theyast
literature has effered numerous models depicting the process
as a straight forward chrouological flow of easily identifiable
steps or phases. The results of this Missertation tend to refute
this and indicate that while certain tasks tend to be required in
most purchase decisions, the process is more iterative AS
tends to have no clearly identifiable sence. A task involve-
ment matrix deplete the extent to which the various functions
become involved hi the different tasks of the buying process.

T1'ie findings also indicate that although there are differ-
Kee in buying center composition for purchases of capital
equipment and industrial services, the differences are subtle
and generalizations may be inappropriate. Structural variables
of the firmand purchase situation attributes were found to af-
fect baying tenter dimensioris in consistent ways.

Implications o( the results suggest industrial buying behavior
tan benefit from a more appropriate social level of analysis.
The dyadic-systems approach adopted in this study presents the
Mot significant findings concerning.buying center composition.
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DETERMINANTS OF SHARED DECISION l'IlOCEsS1s IN'
EDUCATIoNAI. ORG4kNIZATIONS Order No. 7927411

NATIIANSoN, Le:die, Ph.D. Nurthwestern University, 1979.
20Ipp...Adviser: Antheny M. Cresswell

.This dissertation examines a theoretical model of decision-
making behavior in organizations. The model was built on extant
theory and ret,V.11111 which suggest that organizational -decision-
making is bureauc\atic, collegial or political, contingent on the
nrcds of the tlecisiOnmaker and the desires and power of groups
affected by the decision (e.g., March and Simon 1958, lialdridge
1971, Pfeffer 1974, Lawrence and Lorsch 1967). The resups of
the study generally simporl the Vroom and Yettore1197:p con-
tingency model of decisionmaking which suggests that power is
retained by an administrator who can assess the decision situ-
ation in order to choose a decision strategy. The study also
supports the Pfeffer (1977) political model in that organization

# deeisionipaking is not found to be consistent with organizational
rationality, but with personal rationality.. The process is.found
to be controlled by administrators who are clearly those .with
power and influence.

Specifically, decision uncertainty, decision importance and
group or subunit ability to influence are expected to lie related
to the degree of shared authority for tte decision. The study
sheds light on the contextual factors that serve as sources of
Influence to subunits and c)arifies subunits' influence ability
with respect to decision related factors (i.e., consensus,.rou-

-tineness, legal and formal Atppiwt), organization related factors
(i.e., centralization, leadership style), and environment related
factors (ecoeomic and political).

In order to examine the mialel, the research desIn utilizes
the decision as the mill of analysis in a cross sectioeaketudy
which investigates decisionmaking behavior hi school astrIcts.
Information relating to ten dect 'ons in each of twelve districis
provide 120 observations of deci ons. Decisions were selectO
to vary on dimensions of importai re and routineness. School
districts were selected to insure variance of demographic and
political characteristics.

Overall, the regression model which examines the relative
and separate contributions of fifteen independent varialles ex-

' plains 57.1 percent,of variance in the-shared decision process
measure.

Findinv show that the degree to which decisionmaking is
soared is primarily a function of the needs and choices a the
admini,strator irresrctive of the desire and power of those
who are affected by the decision. Specifically, results show
that decisfOns are made in a more autocratic process when the
decision is uncertain and Important to administrators. Deci-
slims are made in a less autocratIt. and in a more shared pro-
(sess when the decision is importaxt to cc rta(n subunits (com-
munity groups) when the decision is not routine and when there
are distinct rules and regulations which maedate teacher in-.
volvement in a decision. Findings also show that administra-
tors are not taking risks in decision situations, but that they
are sharing decisions pritarily when information, subunit
wishes and possible outcomes are already known.

r's
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TOWARD A COMMIJNICATION THEORY OF ORGANIZATION
Order No. 791726'7

ACANOWSKY, Michael Eugen, I.D. Stanford University,
1979. ltiopp.

Characteristic of cm;rent theories of organizational commu-
nication arejhree models: 1) the individual as a psyChological
or sociological "machine," 2) communication as a process of
inft4mation traqsfer, and 3) the organization as a self-regulat-
ing entity. In the present dissertation, these models are cri-
tiqued and rejected, and an alternate theoretical perspective
is Oroposed. Thia alternate przspectlye is based on nlodels of
1) the individual as meaning-rtiker, 2) comthuqication as a con-
vergent process whereby meaning 14 ce-construeted by commu-
nicators, and 3) the organization as nothing other than.networks
of coactors who, by communicating, attempt to construct com-
mon definitions of situations a'nd act within the framework of .

the commonineanings they have established.
These modeis present a coherent framework 'from which an

understanding of organizational comMunication can be developed.
Eight variables related to theprocesses of meaning management
and organizational functioning are identified: time, tisk de-
mands, problematicness, expectations, relevance, communica-
tion activity, communication effectiveness, and task perfor-
mance. These are related in six hypotheses that serve s the
basis for a test of the adequacy of the alternate theoretical per-
spective.

1. Problematicness is a function of previous levels of
pioblematieness, expectations, relevance, conm,iunica-
tion effectiveness, task peffiirni:ince, and task demands.

2. Expectations are a function of previous levels of expec-
tations, problematicness, task prrf rmance, communica-
tion effectiveness, and task demands.

3. Relevance is a function of previous levels of relevance,
time, and task demands.

4. Communication activity As a functibn of previoes levels
'of communication activity, problematicness, and rele-
vane,.

5. Communication effectiveness Is a function of previous
levels of communication effectiveness, problematicness,
and communication activity.

6. Task performance is a function of previous levels of tafk
;.performance, problematic:less, communication effective-

ness, and task demands. .

A time-seriei experiment Oias designed to test these hypoth-.

eses, Data were gathered using three simulated organizations
in.which initial comnSunicationnet"ks were fixed. ,Experi-
inent al treatments involvingtchanges in task demands were ad-
ministered to two of the three organizatiOns. A questiorraire .16
waS administered to research participants every six minutes

.during a two,-hour experime.ntal seselon.
Graphs of each of thevariables are Presented as functions,

of time. These graphs visually demonstrate that the processes
of organizational functioning are generally regular and time-
'dependent. Correlations among tbc variables are also pre-
sented. Sixteen of eighteen hvothesized blvariate relationships
are statistically significantly dIfferent frqm zero, indicatinq
substantial degree of interrelatedness among the variables of
interst. The six hypotheses are reformulated anegression
equations with dummy variables controlling/for expCrimental
treatment and unique effects of .experimental.sassion on each
organisetkei. -Data are pooled across the three organizations
and aqabraed u-sing Nerlove'imethod of Generaliied Least
Squares. Multiple Ws range from .31 for the equation predict-
ing task performance to .151or the,equation predicting rele-
vance. In all equations, the multiple Ft's are significantly dif-
Wait from zro (p 5 .005). '

,Theme findings are interpreted as evidence for the potential
neelitness of the perspective of organizational communication
emiollaRi in this dissertation. Recommendations for future re-
new:WI and implications for organizational communication ogee..
Moo*, ve included.

'

COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR OF SUPERMORS:
PATIVENESS, UNCERTAINTY, AND ENVIRONMENTAL
COMPLEXITY Order No. 7926433

SORENSON, Ritchie Lee, Ph.D. Purdue University, 1979.
202pp. Major Irrofessor! W. Charles Redding

Thfs investigation was.an experiment examining the 'relit-
lionshipsaniqpg pa rticiPative leadership, uncertaintk, infor-
mational complexity, :anti communication. The puqmse of the
study was to obtain a better underAtanding of differences in the
ways which managers interact with their environments. A basic
premise of the study was that the.organiiat tonal environment
may be described in terms of information and intei-actjon with
the envieoninent in terws of um:eetainty.

Pawl tipon a literature review, it appeared that a correla-
tion might exist between participative leadertihip and iqanage-
rial uncertaint y. Two alternal ive. explanations were hypothesized
to account for differences in the conimuntion behavior of
p:4-1tripative and noir rticipative leaders. The first/explana-
tton asserted that mmmmnage rs differ in their perceptions of (he
en VI ronment, The second eRplanation claimed that managers
do not differ perceptually, but do differ in their reactions to
perceptions.

Students:it a midwestern university ere asked to partici-
Pate in the study based upon their scores on a small group
participative leadership measure: Students scoring either one
standard deviation above or wbelow the mean w(..rc asked to par-
ticipate in the study and Itpre :issigned to either the higb or
low participative -leadership yondit Subjects were asked to
sapervise a three member group (consisting entirely of con-
federates) in solving the stinqus problem. The stimulus task
Kas designed to vary informational-complexity by combining
either ambignoils or nonambiguous informatiori with fkw or
many informational components resulting fn four conditions
varying from low to high complextty. Subjects supervised
problem-solving for ten_minules. Afterwards, a qm;stionnaire
was achninistel-vd4to subjects...yidentaped communication be-
havior was coded and rated by judges following the experimen-
tal manipulation.

Tests of hypotheses did not support the "perception" exp-IA-a
nation of liarticipative behaVior, Partial support was suggeVed,
however, for tl;e notion that nonparticipative leaders rt.spond
differently to informational environments compared to partici-
pative biaders. Specifically, nonparticipative lpeaders demon-
strated more eanxiety and ns1wd for more suggestions than par-.
ticipative leaders in ni4ly -component informational conditions.
Participative' iders asked for more infcirm!ition than nonpar-
ticipativ lea ers i0eW-component conditions. Both types of
leader kited irRre total questions In ambiguous than in non-
ambig ous condittons.

ditional significant results were obtained which were 11(21
hypothesized. Both participatlye and nonparticipative super-
v,isors: desired more information in many than in few-compo-
nentinformational.conditions; were less certain about hoae
democretiothey should have been fn ambiguous as compared
with nonambiguous environments; asked for opinions more in

6

few than in mahy-component conditions; and demonstrated a
ntOre intense cordmunicator style-111.ambiguous than nonambig-
noulg conditions.

In addition, nonparticipative leader,s asked for information
in all condhtions more often than did patheipative leaders..
Participative leaders were ,fiiore uncertain about how demo-
cratic they should have been than nonpar leipative leaders.

* Particiciative leaders generkted more sr bjective response un-
cei:ffiinty than nonpakticipatiValeaders in one of the moderately
complex conditions, while nonparticipative leaders generated
more Subjectiv response uncertainty than'Orbicipat.ive leaders
in high'andclow csmplexity conditions. .

fi Overall,' results of the study indicated there were some di!-
, feeences in the way that participative and nonparticipative lead-
.ers interacted with their environments. The final portion of
the dissertation WAS devoted to a discussion of signifkant re-

. sults from an information-proCessing perspective. A conceptual
model was proposed which suggests that panticitrative (nonanx-
ious) leacrers.are highly adaptive tO their enviromnents during
information processing, while nonparticipativ (anxious) leaders

hr4are more dependent upon prior cbncsptuall. ons &ring infOr-
- # mation processing. The implications of t two propbsed styles

- 91 inforthation processing are discussed as they relate to var-
, lous leiels of environmental complexity.
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A CASE STUDY ANA1.7.YSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL COMMU-
NICATION EFFECTIVENESkISETWEEN USER-MANAGERS
AND INFORMATION SERVICE-DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL

Order No, 7917324

SPENCE, Jimmy Wayne, D.B.A. Texas Tech University, 1978.
220pp, Chairman: Dr. Norman Lyons

PIMPOSE This study levestigated a substitute measure-
ment for management involvement both before and after a man
agement Information system was implemented and its relation-
)ihip to management satisfaction. In addition, the possibility

/of utilising perceived communication success as a surrogate
for management satisfaction was investigated. Finally, the
teasibility of creiiting a model of perceived communication suc-
cuss of the interaction between managers and Information Ser-
vices Department persunnel.was examined.

PROCEDURE. This investigation was segmented into two
_

phases --a pilot_study and a pott study. In the pilot stud),, data
wern collected from 51 respondents representing management
and Information Services Department persomiel of.five com-
panies. The-data were utilized for the refinement of question-
naires and for the creation and tuning of the models of perceived
communication success. (The data indicated a management

model and a separate, but similar, model for Information Ser-
vices Department personnel.)

The post study empleed the case methodology. Data were
collected from both nhmagentent and Information Services De-
partment personnel of three companies (cases). The post study
analysis was based on 128 questianeaires. (The tnanagentent
group 'of One company was eliminated because'of a low return
rate.) Ttie response rate was 61.8 percent for managers and
68 percent for Information Services Department personnel.

FINDINGS Three null hypotheses and one proposition were
evaluated in the investigation, with a .05 level of significance
needed for rejection. Each hypothesis was subjected to chi
square analysis, and the proposition was examined using the
Mann-Whitney U" test. Hypothesis I: There is no relation-
ship between the manager's level of satisfaction with a manage-
ment information system and the manager's lever of pre-im-
plementation involvement in the development of the sygtem.
It was accepted.

Hypothesis Il: There is no relationship between the manager's
level of satisfaction with a management informationsystem and
the manager's level of post-impIementation involvement with
an existing system. It was accepted.

Hypothesls-'11I: There is no relattnnship between the manrager's
level of satisfaction with a managemenrinformation system and'
the perceived effectiveness of his conununication with Informa-
tion Services Department personnel. It was accepted.
Proposition I: There is no model of perceived commimication
success representing the interaction between managers and
Information Services Department personnel. It was accepted.

CONCLUSIONS: The research established-that management
satisfaction with a management information system is not ,related
to their level of involvement with the system when mea-
stifled on. an activity dimension, Previous research has estifb-
lished a relatibnship between these two variables whenninvolve:.
ment was measured on the basis of nimbers of contacts between
:Imagers and Information Services Department personnel. In
*denim, while prior research has established that effective
Communication is related to imprOved job,performance,
respcedents' perception of communication success Was :lilt re
IOW to improved performance-as measured jay satisfacti

The research further determined that due to situation fac-
tors, there exists nO single model of perceived communication
effectiveness. Such models, if they exist, must be developed
at a ease-by-ease basis.

ORGANIZATIONAL STORIES AS AN EXPRESSION OPt.MAN-
AGEMENT PHILOSOPHY: IMPLICATION$ FOR SOChfit CON-
TROL IN ORGANIZATIONS' Order No.,7917290

WILKINS, :Sian Lee, Ph.D. Stanford University, 1979. 211pp,
ca

This study focuses on stories told by participtuits in orga-
nizations which are about the company and its representativetsi,;.
As an extension of the work of Clark (f970), it is hypothesized, -

that iii"specifie0 kinds of organizations, the historical develop-
ment of the organization may be seen as a fnIfillment of the
strialg purpose of a top manager or ot a management group.
The "saga", or slory of unique accomplishment, of the company ,

may be the means of passing on the values (the Conatilfaction
reality) of inanagement to participants in the organization.

The form of social control whin results when participants
3hare an tnterpretation of organizational history is contrasted-a.
with a more boreancratic forIn of contren. The latter, more
explicit, form of control, is obtained by making rules anddisuper-

. vising to insure conformity. A.more implicit form of control
results when people become coMmitted to shared values and
practices. Stories about the organization which are interpreted
In ter4 of the management pkilosophy and which are the basis
for a claim of organizational uniqueness were predicted to be
positivelrassociated with commitment to the organization of
those who tell and believe them. Further, when participants

. tell the same stories to illustrate management philosophy, they
are more likely to take the sante meaning from the philosophy
and to,apply it in the same way. 4.0

Two orgAizations were selected from the 22 1475 Fortune
1000 electronics and.coniponents companies such that company
A represents a bureaucratic orm of control and company Z

represents a more implicit form oftentrol characteristic of
clans (OucM and Johnson, 1978). At company Z, there Is a
greater emphasis on the management philosophy and there are
more comm6e socializing experiences, Comphny Z partici-
pants were thus expected to tell more stories atiout the history
of the Cdinpany, to interprel proportionately more of their
stories by referring to the management philosophy,- and to,use
stories to legitimate a claim of company uniqueness. They
were further expected to tell more stories told by.others. It
was predicted that in both orgarilzations, commitment to the
company would be positively associated with the number of
favorable stories, and with the number of stories associated
with management philosophy, and-with-the numper of stories
claiming company uniqueness.

Data were collected through tape-recorded interviews and
by means of a Survey administered to each participant. Stories
were braceted and coded for Content. The mean ifiter-e6der
reliability for thd bracketing of stories and content categoribs
was -.82.

In each 'company, a stratified random sample was employed
to select.2O participants from a staff division and 20 from lip
operating division such that rank (tWo Jevelshigh and low)
would be crossed with tenure (two levelslong and short).

The hypotheses were largfly confirmed. Story telling situ-.
ations were also very different between the two companies.
Company Z participants more often learned stories from
others in the comliany while companY A participants told storf-w*
ten about their own experience. Compine Z Rarticipaies told
a significantly greater proportion of their stories to outsiders
and a much greater proportion of these "outsider" stories were
favorable and.assoclated with the managtnient philosophy,

'This study suggests that stories not only sythbolize the
values of story tellers but they are also frequently used to
twitch these values to others. The !Rudy represents an advance",
in the understanding of implicit control mechadsms in organi-
sations and a contrast with the mers,rationalAtruCtural font's
of much organizational research in the pest 15 to 20 years.
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